PUTTING THE RIGHT RESOURCE
IN PLACE TO SEAMLESSLY
STEP IN FOR A FIRM’S
UNEXPECTED RESIGNATION.
Immediately taking over the third-party
risk management program with little transition.

CYBERSECURITY

THE CHALLENGE
A financial firm’s key resource supporting its third-party risk management program for cybersecurity unexpectedly resigned
with little notice. Dealing with a significant volume of cybersecurity reviews, this company could not afford to lose time and
fall behind on its reviews due to the resignation.

VERTEX11’S ROLE
• Delivered a highly qualified resource to operate
the third-party risk management program with
little transition
• Operated the existing program with no transition
since our experienced team member had operated
similar programs in the past
• Identified opportunities for improvement and
documented the processes
• Improved coordination with procurement and the
cybersecurity team, helping to meet all required
deadlines for review
• Trained a new employee for the company,
providing continuity of service until he was ready
to take on the process

Within a week’s notice, Vertex11 delivered
the resource the firm needed to fill the gap
caused by the unexpected resignation. The
placement was a huge success. At the end
of the engagement our client was able to
hire a new resource and Vertex11 was able
to bridge the gap during the transition.

SUCCESS
STORY

THE VERTEX11 ADVANTAGE
Most of our competitors would have tried to solve this challenge with inadequate Band-Aids. Through our experience, we
automatically recognized the potential ramifications of not filling the gap with a highly qualified individual. Our competitors
most likely would have looked for available consultants on their existing team to do the work. Where we instead leveraged
our global network to find exactly the right person with the precise expertise to seamlessly fill the gap, setting the firm up
for success. Our resources also cross-trained an internal resource who successfully took over the role long term.
AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Cybersecurity

Risk
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Operations

Data Protection
& Governance

Vertex11 is your premier resource for Cybersecurity, Risk Management,
Continuity of Operations, and Data Protection & Governance. With the full
capability to support yo u and your company across any engagement model
including recruiting, staff augmentation, VCISO, VGRC, VCRO, advisory,
managed services, and beyond. To learn more visit Vertex11.com.
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